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Abstract 18 

In the eastern Mediterranean in general and in Turkey in particular, temperature 19 

reconstructions based on tree rings have not been achieved so far. Furthermore, centennial-20 

long chronologies of stable isotopes are generally also missing. Recent studies have identified 21 

the tree species Juniperus excelsa as one of the most promising tree species in Turkey for 22 

developing long climate sensitive stable carbon isotope chronologies because this species is 23 

long-living and thus has the ability to capture low-frequency climate signals. We were able to 24 
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develop a statistically robust, precisely dated and annually resolved chronology back to 25 

AD1125. We proved that variability of δ13C in tree rings of J. excelsa is mainly dependent on 26 

winter-to-spring temperatures (January to May). Low-frequency trends, which were 27 

associated with the medieval warm period and the little ice age, were identified in the winter-28 

to-spring temperature reconstruction, however, the 20th century warming trend found 29 

elsewhere could not be identified in our proxy record, nor was it found in the corresponding 30 

meteorological data used for our study. Comparisons with other northern-hemispherical proxy 31 

data showed that similar low-frequency signals are present until the beginning of the 20th 32 

century when the other proxies derived from further north indicate a significant warming 33 

while the winter-to-spring temperature proxy from SW-Turkey does not. Correlation analyses 34 

including our temperature reconstruction and seven well-known climate indices suggest that 35 

various atmospheric oscillation patterns are capable of influencing the temperature variations 36 

in SW-Turkey.  37 
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1 Introduction  42 

The climate of the eastern Mediterranean is characterised by extremes of heat, highly variable 43 

precipitation, and limited water resources. These features are of great significance to the 44 

growing human populations and can play a role in the dynamics of regional demographic, 45 

socio-cultural, economic, and environmental changes of the area (Türkeş 1998). Therefore, 46 

understanding natural climate variability is of great importance as it will help to better predict 47 

its future variability, thus helping the societies affected to better adapt to the effects of climate 48 

change. Developing this understanding is difficult from the relatively short instrumental 49 
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record available for the eastern Mediterranean region (Türkeş and Erlat 2003). Gassner et al. 50 

(1942) already remarked that for most parts of Turkey meteorological data were collected 51 

only since the late 1920s. Alternatively, natural archives such as tree rings and other proxy 52 

records can be used to capture information about climate variability on longer time scales. 53 

Tree rings are unique in their ability to provide high-resolution, absolutely dated climate 54 

signals for the study of palaeoclimatology (Hughes et al. 2010).  55 

Stable carbon isotopes in tree rings are valuable sources for studies on climate 56 

reconstructions. The variability of isotope records from tree rings is closely dependent on the 57 

impact of environmental changes on plant physiological processes, mainly photosynthesis and 58 

transpiration. During the vegetation period signals from plant ecophysiological processes are 59 

integrated over time into the individual tree rings. The use of stable carbon isotopes from 60 

plant organic material as a palaeoclimate proxy is based on a model which considers the 61 

fractionation of the stable carbon isotopes during photosynthetic uptake of CO2 in the leaves. 62 

The degree of fractionation depends on the rate of stomatal conductance and the rate of 63 

photosynthesis, which are influenced by a number of direct and indirect factors such as the 64 

environmental factors precipitation and temperature (e.g., McCarroll and Loader 2004). 65 

So far only a few dendroclimatological studies have been conducted in Turkey (Gassner et al. 66 

1942; Akkemik 2000, 2003; D’Arrigo and Cullen, 2001; Hughes et al. 2001; Touchan et al., 67 

2003, 2005; Akkemik and Aras, 2005; Griggs et al. 2007; Sevgi and Akkemik 2007; Touchan 68 

et al. 2007; Akkemik et al. 2005, 2008; Köse et al. 2011). Gassner et al. (1942) identified 69 

winter and spring precipitation as the major growth limiting factor while temperature did not 70 

play an important role in central Turkey. Akkemik (2000) determined the relationship 71 

between tree rings of Pinus pinea from the Istanbul region and temperature and precipitation 72 

data. He found a significant positive correlation with summer precipitation and a weak 73 

positive correlation with spring temperature. D’Arrigo and Cullen (2001) reconstructed 74 

precipitation back to AD 1628 for central Turkey based on five tree-ring chronologies. The 75 
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reconstruction showed some correspondences with the Euphrates River streamflow and the 76 

North Atlantic Oscillation. Akkemik (2003)  carried out a calibration study focusing on tree 77 

rings of Cedrus libani at the northern boundary of its natural distribution in northern Turkey. 78 

The response functions analysis suggested positive correlation between ring widths and 79 

winter-to-spring temperature and spring-to-summer precipitation. A reconstruction of spring 80 

precipitation back to AD 1635 using oak tree rings in the western Black Sea region of Turkey 81 

corroborated historical records of droughts in Turkey (Akkemik et al. 2005). Touchan et al. 82 

(2003, 2007) developed May-to-June precipitation reconstructions for southwestern Turkey 83 

based on tree rings of Cedar, Juniper and two Pine species. The reconstructions showed clear 84 

evidence of multi-year to decadal variations in spring precipitation. Additional analyses of 85 

links between large-scale climatic variation and these climate reconstructions showed some 86 

relationships between extremes in spring precipitation and anomalous atmospheric circulation 87 

in the region.  However, the relationships between major European-scale circulation patterns 88 

and the reconstructed May-to-June precipitation was insignificant which suggested that more 89 

local factors and processes have mainly been influencing tree-ring variability over the last 90 

centuries (Touchan et al. 2005). Akkemik and Aras (2005) studied tree rings of Pinus nigra 91 

and developed a reconstruction of summer precipitation for southern Central Turkey back to 92 

AD 1689. Although the authors could identify a significant negative correlation between the 93 

North Atlantic oscillation and instrumental precipitation data, the correlation was lower and 94 

non-significant between the reconstructed precipitation and NAO. Griggs et al. (2007) found 95 

that May-to-June precipitation is the primary limiting factor in annual tree-ring growth of 96 

oaks of northeastern Greece and northwestern Turkey. Making use of this relationship the 97 

authors calculated a regional reconstruction of May-to-June precipitation for AD 1089-1989. 98 

The mean May-to-June temperature was also shown to be a growth-limiting factor indicated 99 

by a significant negative correlation. In tree-ring reconstructions of spring-summer 100 

precipitation and streamflow for north-western Turkey, which both emphasize high-frequency 101 
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variations, Akkemik et al. (2008) were able to identify common climatic extremes back to AD 102 

1650 over much of the country. In a dendroecological study of Pinus nigra at different 103 

altitudes  in Kazdaglari, NW Turkey, Sevgi and Akkemik (2007) showed varying and unclear 104 

correlations between tree rings and climate. Precipitation was often positively correlated with 105 

tree rings in summer and temperature was positively correlated with tree rings either in winter 106 

or in spring-to-summer depending on the altitude. 107 

Recently, Köse et al. (2011) reconstructed May–June precipitation for western Turkey by 108 

means of tree rings of Pinus nigra. The reconstruction contained mostly short drought events 109 

with the longest consecutive dry period between 1925 and 1928. The comparison with 110 

historical data of agricultural famine years suggested a close relationship to such dry years as 111 

determined from the reconstruction. Hughes et al. (2001), making use of a large 112 

archaeological dataset, conducted an extreme year analysis of a multi-millennial master tree-113 

ring chronology for the Aegean region consisting mainly of archaeological wooden objects. 114 

They showed that the so-called pointer years were associated with circulation anomalies 115 

responsible for precipitation-bearing systems influencing the region in springtime.  116 

The review of the studies conducted in Turkey so far has shown that several tree species have 117 

been investigated for their climate responses. The tree-ring series of most species seem to 118 

correlate best with precipitation and to some extent with temperature. However, the tree-ring 119 

studies were always based on ring-width measurements and always resulted in reconstructions 120 

of precipitation and drought indices. Studies of tree-ring based temperature reconstructions 121 

and stable isotopes in tree rings are, to our knowledge, still lacking in Turkey.  122 

The aim of this paper is to present a first multi-centennial stable carbon isotope chronology 123 

derived from tree rings of Juniperus excelsa M. Bieb. trees from a mountainous site near 124 

Antalya, Turkey. Since this is the first tree-ring isotope record from Turkey, its usefulness for 125 

further palaeoclimatology is evaluated. We analyze its response to climate and reconstruct the 126 

selected climate variable. Since stable isotope series do not have age trend problems such as 127 
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ring width measurements (McCarroll and Loader 2004; Gagen et al. 2006; Treydte et al. 128 

2006), statistical a-priori filtering will not be necessary and hence it can be expected that 129 

high- and low-frequency climate signals will be retrieved from the isotope record. 130 

Moreover, the study investigates the spatial and temporal correlation patterns of the climate 131 

growth relationships  in order to assess the stability, i.e., quality of this new climate 132 

reconstruction in Turkey. It also aims to examine possible climate trends found similarly in 133 

our and other reconstructions derived from already existing proxy records and to assess if 134 

extremely cold or hot years indicated by our record are corroborated by historical 135 

documentary data.  136 

Finally, temporal correlations calculated between the new climate proxy and various climate 137 

indices established for geographical regions surrounding Turkey (e.g., NAO, MOI, NINO4, 138 

etc.) are presented to help understand the climate dynamics in Turkey. The eastern 139 

Mediterranean is influenced by some of the most relevant mechanisms acting upon the global 140 

climate system. It lies in a transitional zone between the arid zone of the subtropical high of 141 

North Africa and the temperate zone of central and northern Europe affected by westerly 142 

flows. Several studies (Conte et al. 1989; Kutiel and Maheras 1998; Kadioglu et al. 1999; 143 

Kutiel and Benaroch 2002; Kutiel et al. 2002; Xoplaki 2002; Kutiel and Türkeş 2005; Türkeş 144 

and Erlat 2008, 2009) examined the temperature regime over the Eastern Mediterranean basin 145 

and the relationship between temperature variations and circulation indices in order to identify 146 

those indices that have the strongest influence on the temperature variations. The 147 

Mediterranean climate seems to be influenced by the South Asian Monsoon in summer, the 148 

Siberian High Pressure System in winter, and the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and 149 

the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) throughout the year (e.g., Corte-Real et al. 1995; 150 

Maheras et al. 2000; Ribera et al. 2000). 151 

 152 
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2 Materials and methods 153 

2.1 Study site 154 

The study site Jsibeli (36°36’N / 30°01’E) is located near Elmali in the Antalya district of 155 

southwest Turkey at an elevation of 1850 to 2020 m above sea level (Fig. 1). The site is 156 

situated on the southwest slopes of the Taurus Mountains, which divide the Mediterranean 157 

coastal region from the central Anatolian Plateau. Based on the classification by Türkeş 158 

(1998) and Türkeş et al. (2002) Turkey has four major rainfall regions. Jsibeli is situated in 159 

the Mediterranean climate region (MED) which is characterized by dry, hot summers and 160 

cool, rainy winters (Türkeş 1996; Türkeş et al. 2002). In the MED region, precipitation 161 

follows a strong seasonal pattern, with most of the precipitation occurring during the cold 162 

season and small amounts during summer. The total annual precipitation is approximately 750 163 

mm and the wintertime is characterized by a water surplus while the warmer seasons by a 164 

water deficit. The summer dryness is often associated with large-scale regional climate that is 165 

controlled by both mid-latitude (more European climate) and North African-Asiatic tropical 166 

(e.g., monsoon low) pressure systems (Türkeş and Erlat 2003). Due to the relatively high 167 

altitude (1850-2020m a.s.l.), the site is covered with snow from December-to-April (Türkeş et 168 

al. 2002). The mean annual temperature ranges from 10.1°C to 13.2°C. July is the warmest 169 

month, with an average temperature between 20.3°C and 25.9°C. January is the coldest 170 

month, with an average temperature ranging from –4.9°C to 5.9°C (Turkish General 171 

Directorate of Meteorology 2008). 172 

The site at Jsibeli is a pure Juniperus excelsa open forest stand with trees several hundred 173 

years old. This type of forest can be regarded as remnant after the Beyşehir occupation 174 

clearance phase which took place between 1250BC to AD800. Before this period southwest 175 

Turkey had been covered by various species of the genera Cedrus, Pinus, Abies, Juniperus 176 

and deciduous Quercus but afterwards it was dominated by Pinus alone (Roberts 1998). 177 
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Pollen diagrams suggest a possible change in climate from a continental to a more “Atlantic” 178 

climate during the Beyşehir occupation (Bottema and Woldring 1990).  179 

2.2 Chronology building 180 

For further isotope analysis 15 increment cores of five living trees and seven stem discs of 181 

seven dead trees were chosen from an initial sample pool comprising 54 cores and 14 stem 182 

discs (Touchan et al. 2007). In general, isotopic analyses require fewer sample trees than 183 

studies of tree-ring widths to provide a representative average series for a site because the 184 

common signal strength among isotope series is higher (Leavitt and Long 1984; Gagen et al. 185 

2004). The selection criteria for the samples were a high correlation with the mean ring-width 186 

site chronology, smallest possible numbers of missing rings, no tree-ring sequences with ring 187 

widths below 0.1 mm to ensure always enough sample material, no significant growth 188 

suppressions and releases and no scars, reaction wood or other wound reactions to increase 189 

the common signal.  190 

All cores were sanded and visually cross-dated following dendrochronological procedures 191 

described by Fritts (1976), Schweingruber (1983) and Cook and Kairiukstis (1990). Ring 192 

widths were measured with an accuracy of 0.01 mm, using the linear table Lintab™ (Frank 193 

Rinn S.A., Heidelberg, Germany) and the TSAP-Win program (Rinn 2003). The accuracy of 194 

the cross-dating and measurements was verified using the computer program COFECHA 195 

(Holmes 1983).  196 

The samples were analysed individually and with annual resolution for 13C. Tree rings were 197 

split manually with a scalpel using a stereomicroscope, and the α-cellulose extracted 198 

following the chemical method based on the use of sodium hydroxide and sodium chlorite 199 

(Loader et al. 1997). Usually α-cellulose is extracted to concentrate on one chemical 200 

compound because the different components of wood have different isotopic values (Wilson 201 

and Grinsted 1977). 202 
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The 13C/12C isotope ratios were measured as CO2 by combusting the α-cellulose samples in an 203 

elemental analyzer (Model NA 1500; Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy) coupled via an open split to an 204 

isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Micromass Optima, Ltd. Manchester, UK) operating in 205 

continuous flow mode. Sample replication resulted in a precision of better than ±0.1‰ for 206 

13C values. The isotope ratios are given in the conventional delta () notation, relative to the 207 

standard VPDB (13C). The samples were analysed individually instead of pooling (Treydte et 208 

al. 2001; Dorado Liñán et al. 2011). 209 

2.3 Data analysis 210 

The δ13C tree-ring series are affected by the depletion in atmospheric 13CO2 due to fossil fuel 211 

burning and deforestation since the industrialization (ca. AD1850). The resulting changes in 212 

the carbon isotope source value introduces a decreasing trend which is not related to tree-213 

physiological response to climatic or environmental change and needs to be removed from the 214 

raw δ13C tree-ring series. The most common way is to subtract annual changes in δ13C of 215 

atmospheric CO2, obtained from ice cores and direct measurements, from each tree-ring stable 216 

isotope value (Leuenberger et al. 1992; Elsig et al. 2009). We applied this atmospheric 217 

correction to the δ13C series before any manipulation of the carbon isotope data started 218 

(McCarroll and Loader 2004; Leuenberger 2007), thereby guaranteeing that the source value 219 

was kept constant for the entire time period.  220 

Long term changes of the atmospheric δ13C source value affect all trees equally but trees may 221 

respond differently to changing CO2 concentrations. However, the persistence and extent of 222 

possible plant physiological effects are still under debate. Despite experimental evidence 223 

showing that elevated CO2 levels increase growth and 13C discrimination in most plants, the 224 

isolation of a δ13C signal consistent with anthropogenically induced rises in atmospheric CO2 225 

from the tree-ring record has shown mixed results (McCarroll et al. 2009; Beerling 1996; 226 

Jahren et al. 2008). While Voelker et al. (2006) indicate that the enhancement effects of 227 
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elevated CO2 on tree growth declines with age, Saurer et al. (2003) found evidence for a 228 

downward adjustment of photosynthesis and diminishing isotope effects under elevated CO2 229 

only after a few years. In a recent study Schubert and Jahren (2012) comprehensively review 230 

the state of the art concerning the effects of atmospheric CO2 concentration on carbon isotope 231 

fractionation. They highlight the diversity and non-linearity of the tree physiological 232 

responses and therefore additional detrending methods such as the PIN correction, as recently 233 

proposed by McCarroll et al. (2009), were not adopted in the current study  in order not to 234 

produce artificial trends.  235 

After the correction of the stable carbon isotope measurements, individual series of δ13C were 236 

z-transformed to ensure an equal contribution of each series to the final chronology. The z-237 

transformed δ13C were tested for significant autocorrelation. The δ13C had a high first order 238 

partial autocorrelation (p = 0.85, t-stat = 26.75) and therefore prewhitening of the series was 239 

tested (Meko 1981), which however, was not found to improve the climate reconstructions. 240 

Thus, prewhitening was rejected in favour of not prewhitening to preserve low-frequency 241 

climatic signals in the series (Esper et al. 2003). The individual z-transformed δ13C series 242 

were finally averaged into one mean site chronology δ13CCorZ reaching back to the year 243 

AD1022. The corrected and z-transformed series δ13CCorZ was used for further 244 

dendroclimatological investigations. 245 

The Expressed Population Signal (EPS, Wigley et al. 1984) was computed to assess the 246 

common signal representativeness of the final chronology. Theoretically, the EPS ranges from 247 

0.0 to 1.0, i.e. from no agreement to perfect agreement with the population chronology, but 248 

Wigley et al. (1984) give an EPS = 0.85 as a reasonable limit for the chronology to still be 249 

reliable.  250 

2.4 Climate data 251 
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The most complete meteorological records closest to the study site are recorded at the 252 

meteorological stations Elmali (36°44′N, 29°55′E), Isparta (37°46' N, 30°33'E) and Afyon 253 

(38°45'N, 30°32'E) (Turkish General Directorate of Meteorology 2008). Monthly 254 

precipitation and temperature data from the three stations were obtained to develop a regional 255 

climate series representing the mountainous inland region of southwest Turkey. The three 256 

stations are located at similar elevations (Elmali 1113m asl, Isparta 997m asl and Afyon 257 

1034m asl). The available temperature records range from 1959 to 2000 for Elmali and from 258 

1949 to 2006 at the other two stations. The time span for the precipitation data ranges between 259 

1961 and 2000 in Elmali and 1931 and 2006 at the other two stations. Given the various time 260 

spans of availability of the meteorological data, and in order to avoid depending on a single 261 

station, we applied the method of Jones and Hulme (1996) to average the precipitation and 262 

temperature records for each month since the climate data were not of the same length in 263 

order to develop a mean regional series. Monthly values for each station were standardized as 264 

z-scores relative to the 1959-2000 (temperature) and 1961-2000 (precipitation) common 265 

periods and averaged to calculate monthly z-scores for the regional average series. These 266 

monthly z-scores were converted to ‘absolute’ values using the average of the means and 267 

standard deviations of each of the original monthly series. The complete regional temperature 268 

and precipitation records extend from 1949-2006 (temperature) and 1931-2006 269 

(precipitation). 270 

Before relationships between climate and growth were examined we first checked the 271 

meteorological data for inhomogeneities that might interfere with the tree-ring calibration 272 

procedure using the techniques recommended by Mitchell et al. (1966). For the comparison 273 

between stations, monthly precipitation data were summed cumulatively. The totals for one 274 

station were then plotted as a function of the totals for the other station resulting in so-called 275 

double mass plots. Monthly temperature data of two stations were differenced and the result 276 
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summed cumulatively. Only homogeneous meteorological data were then used for further 277 

analysis.  278 

2.5 Climate response, calibration, verification and reconstruction 279 

The influence of climate on the stable isotope series was investigated by computing simple 280 

linear correlations (r) with monthly climate variables using a period from January of the 281 

previous year to October of the current year. The dominant climatic factor controlling tree 282 

growth at Jsibeli was calibrated against the site δ13CCorZ tree-ring chronology. The climate 283 

record was split into two periods. The first period, 2006-1978, is used for calibration and the 284 

second one, 1977-1949, for the independent verification of the data. The ordinary least square 285 

method was applied to find the best regression model which was then used as the transfer 286 

function (Fritts 1976). The Pearson's correlation coefficient between instrumental and 287 

reconstructed values, the Reduction of Error and the Coefficient of Efficiency (RE and CE; 288 

Cook et al. 1994) were computed to estimate the ability of the δ13CCorZ data to predict the 289 

selected climate factors. The verified simple linear regression model was then used to 290 

reconstruct climate for the site. The 95% confidence intervals for the reconstruction were 291 

calculated according to Chou (1972). 292 

3 Results and discussion  293 

The mean tree-ring width chronology, which was used for the isotope analysis, consists of 12 294 

trees and covers the period from 1022 to 2006. The mixture of core samples from living trees 295 

and cross sections from dead stumps and logs accounts for the smaller sample depth between 296 

1980 and 2006 (Fig. 2D). The tree-ring width series display long-term trends (Fig. 2A) 297 

indicating age trends which would normally be detrended if the aim was to use ring width 298 

data to reconstruct climate (Touchan et al. 2003, 2007), however, in this study we 299 

concentrated on stable carbon isotopes only. Between 1022 and 1124 the δ13CCorZ series 300 

consist of less than five trees and the EPS drops below the critical value 0.85. Therefore, the 301 
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series was terminated in 1125 due to the small sample size in the older section and low EPS 302 

values. The rbar/EPS statistics for the tree-ring width and the δ13CCorZ chronologies are 303 

0.48/0.87 and 0.44/0.85 for the period 1125 to 2006, respectively. However, it needs to be 304 

mentioned that due to the small sample size of only 4 samples the EPS drops to 0.8 during the 305 

period 1992 to 2006. Although, the EPS temporarily is somewhat below the critical value of 306 

0.85, the overall values indicate that the mean δ13CCorZ chronology is a robust estimate of 307 

annual changes in δ13C and that it is suitable for further dendroclimatic research.  308 

The raw δ13C series shows a prominent decline from approximately 1900 due to the decrease 309 

of atmospheric δ13C values (Fig. 2B), which has been removed by the correction (Fig. 2C) 310 

(Leuenberger et al. 1992; Elsig et al. 2009). The δ13CCorZ series exhibits relatively low values 311 

in the period 1125 to the late 15th century, followed by a steady increase until the early 18th 312 

century and a sharp decrease towards the late 18th century. After two peaks in the early and 313 

late 19th century, the record stays relatively stable on an average level to then decrease from 314 

the mid-1990s until 2006 (Fig. 2C). 315 

The climate response plots present correlations between δ13CCorZ chronology and climate data 316 

(Fig. 3). The analysis includes monthly climate data of the current (J-D) and previous (j-d) 317 

year, as well as annual and selected seasonal climate data. The analysis shows significant 318 

negative correlations between δ13CCorZ and precipitation of July to September (r=-0.36; P < 319 

0.01). Highly significant correlations are shown for δ13CCorZ and May, January-to-March and 320 

January-to-May temperatures (r=-0.44, r=-0.42 and r=-0.52; P < 0.001, respectively) (Fig. 3).  321 

This leads us to the assumptions of a distinct winter-to-spring temperature signal and a weak 322 

but significant summer-to-autumn precipitation signal recorded in the isotope record. The 323 

negative correlations suggest that the lower the temperatures in January to May and the lower 324 

the precipitation in July to September, the higher the values of δ13CCorZ. The negative 325 

correlation of the mean δ13CCorZ chronology with winter-to-spring temperatures indicates 326 

growth stress due to low temperatures which is not surprising for a site with trees growing at 327 
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altitudes of 1850 to 2020 m above sea level. Basically, the discrimination of the stable carbon 328 

isotopes depends on the stomatal conductance and the rate of photosynthesis (Farquhar et al. 329 

1982). In winter-to-spring at such high elevations the rate of photosynthesis seems to be 330 

affected mainly by low temperatures. Years with cold winter and spring temperatures are 331 

likely to affect growth in two ways. In cold winters during dormancy the cambium and the 332 

leaves may be damaged more than usual and the following recovery in spring may take 333 

longer. Similar results have been described for pine trees in Sweden and northeast Germany 334 

(Troeng and Linder 1982; von Lührte 1991). Low spring temperatures may further delay the 335 

photosynthesis or slow down the rate of photosynthesis which will have negative effects on 336 

the cambial activity. In contrast, the non-significant correlations between δ13CCorZ and winter-337 

to-spring precipitation demonstrates that stable carbon isotopes are not such a good proxy for 338 

precipitation as has been demonstrated for tree-ring width (Touchan et al. 2007). It seems as if 339 

the site receives enough moisture in form of snow and rainfall during the cold season. 340 

However, other proxies such as stable oxygen isotopes may be able to reveal a stronger 341 

moisture signal. During the summer-to-autumn period, humidity levels in the soil and the air 342 

turn low, and hence fractionation is depending more on the stomatal conductance which 343 

seems to change throughout the season due to the increasing vapor pressure deficit. Since 344 

δ13CCorZ correlated best with the temperature data, the mean January-to-May temperatures 345 

were calibrated against δ13CCorZ in tree rings. 346 

The regression analysis between δ13CCorZ and the January-to-May temperature for the entire 347 

period 1949 to 2006 determined the linear relationship y = -1.1735x + 7.3414. The correlation 348 

r = 0.42 (P < 0.001) is highly significant for the calibration period (1978-2006) and also for 349 

the verification period 1949 to 1977 (r = 0.61; P < 0.001), and 27% of the δ13CCorZ variation is 350 

explained by the January-to-May temperature data. The reduction of error (RE) and 351 

coefficient of efficiency (CE) were calculated (Tab. 1) to provide an indication of the 352 

robustness of the relationship between δ13CCorZ and the January-to-May temperature. 353 
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Although the values are not very high (RE = 0.29 / CE = 0.28) both values are positive. The 354 

theoretical limits for the RE and CE statistics range from 1 which indicates perfect agreement 355 

to minus infinity. A minus value indicates no agreement but any positive value can be 356 

considered as encouraging (Fritts 1976).  357 

Observed and modelled temperature values show only a few differences during the calibration 358 

and verification periods. In the calibration period more differences are apparent but generally 359 

the model follows the course of the observed data (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, the statistics indicate 360 

that the reconstruction is of good quality and stable in time. Based on the established climate 361 

growth relationship we here present the reconstruction of January-to-May temperature (Fig. 362 

5).  363 

The temperature reconstruction exhibits multi-decadal to centennial variability with winter-to-364 

spring temperatures mostly above average for the period 1125 and 1510. The medieval warm 365 

period (MWP) is reflected by temperatures being constantly above the average between the 366 

early 12th and mid-14th century. Then temperatures decrease until 1700 with only a short 367 

increase around 1625. The little ice age (LIA) heralds itself by low values in the temperature 368 

reconstruction with the beginning of a decreasing temperature trend in 1475, and the LIA 369 

finally is in full swing during the 17th and 18th centuries, as indicted by very low reconstructed 370 

temperatures. The first winter-to-spring temperature minimum in 1700 is followed by a short 371 

increase until approximately 1730 to then drop again to the second absolute low in 1750. 372 

These two minima together with a third in the mid-19th century are generally agreed on and 373 

have been found elsewhere (Grove 1988).  374 

When compared to well-known activity events of the Sun (Solanki et al. 2004) our 375 

reconstruction confirms high temperatures for periods of high solar activity during the 376 

Medieval Warm Period and low temperatures during large parts of the Wolf (1300-1380), 377 

Spörer (1480-1550), Maunder (1645-1715) and Dalton Minima (1790-1820). The modern 378 
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solar maximum since the 1950s is reflected by higher reconstructed temperatures but only 379 

since the 1990s.   380 

3.1 Comparison with documentary data 381 

Comparing climate reconstructions based on proxies with historical documentary data often 382 

confirms that extremely narrow or wide rings were caused by severe climate conditions which 383 

not only had a significant impact on tree growth but at the same time had detrimental effects 384 

on the societies affected. Documentary data usually record extreme events such as very cold 385 

or prolonged drought periods (Hammer-Purgstall 1834-1836; Panzac 1985; Brázdil et al. 386 

2005; Telelis 2005, 2008). Since documentary records from the Eastern Mediterranean mainly 387 

report extreme drought or flooding events (Kuniholm 1990), only a small number of written 388 

records regarding extreme temperature deviations can be found in the literature. Telelis (2005, 389 

2008) analysed historical information from the time of the Byzantine Empire and grouped his 390 

results into cold, hot, wet and dry episodes. In the mediterranean to temperate semi-arid 391 

climate regions (Csa and BSk, respectively), Telelis (2005, 2008) identified the years 1230-392 

1300, 1320-1400 and 1430-1450 as periods with a higher frequency of cold episodes, that is, 393 

with more than two cold events of long duration per decade. All three cold periods are also 394 

indicated by our reconstruction, however, extremely hot years were not identified neither by 395 

our data nor by the historical records. Kuniholm (1990) reviewed several historical records 396 

and found mainly hints to dry and hot summers. The only mention of cold temperatures is for 397 

the winter of 1611 to 1612 which must have been exceptionally rich in snow because notes 398 

were made for awful snow in Anatolia and that the French consul in Turkey was killed when 399 

heavy snow broke through his house. In our record the winter of 1611 to 1612 is only 400 

indicated as slightly below average, however, heavy snow does not necessarily mean low 401 

temperatures. The German traveller Naumann (1893) reported that the years 1873 and 1874 402 

had devastating effects on the Turkish society. A very dry and hot summer 1873 followed by 403 
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very cold winter 1873 to 1874 killed 150000 people and 100000 head of livestock. In our 404 

record the January-to-May temperature of 1874 is also one of the lowest since 1125 thereby 405 

corroborating the historical records.  406 

3.2 Temperature trends 407 

Remarkably, our winter-to-spring temperature reconstruction does not follow the 20th century 408 

warming trend, found elsewhere (Wahl et al. 2010). In fact, for most of the 20th century we 409 

have reconstructed relatively low winter-to-spring temperatures and our reconstruction 410 

suggests that temperatures are only increasing since the 1980s.  411 

The temperature trends in our reconstruction are in line with trend analysis results of 412 

meteorological data from Turkey and other parts of the eastern Mediterranean. Based on the 413 

analyses of 85 individual station data in Turkey (Türkeş et al. 1995; Kadıoglu 1997), general 414 

decreasing trends in annual and seasonal mean surface air temperature series over much of 415 

Turkey were found. In particular, the coastal regions of Turkey were largely characterized by 416 

colder than long-term average temperature conditions during the period between the late 417 

1960s and early 1990s. Nevertheless, this trend has begun to change recently in Turkey, 418 

particularly due to increases in the mean temperature of the spring and summer seasons 419 

(Türkeş et al. 2002). In the eastern Mediterranean, several studies dealing with long-term 420 

variations and trends of surface air temperatures have been conducted. In Greece, Proedrou et 421 

al. (1997) detected an overall cooling trend for the majority of Greek stations in winter for the 422 

entire period of 1951-93. Ben-Gai et al. (1999) analysed the maximum and minimum 423 

temperatures of 40 stations in Israel for the period 1964-94. They revealed that both 424 

temperatures were characterized by a significant decreasing trend during the cool season and 425 

by an increasing trend during the warm season. Feidas et al. (2004) found a cooling trend in 426 

winter temperatures in Greece for the period 1955-2001, whereas, summer showed an overall 427 

warming trend, however, neither was statistically significant. As a result, the overall trend of 428 
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the annual values was nearly zero. Similar conclusions can be drawn from a global analysis 429 

by Schönwiese (2008) which indicates a weak decreasing trend of annual mean temperatures 430 

for Turkey in contrast to the overall increasing trend for large parts of Eurasia during the last 431 

100 years. Xoplaki (2002) and Luterbacher et al. (2004) also found stable or temporarily 432 

decreasing temperatures for the Mediterranean in general and Turkey in particular.  433 

Since previous analyses of meteorological data especially from the eastern Mediterranean 434 

have indicated diverging trends regarding winter and summer temperatures, the 435 

meteorological temperature data used during our reconstruction procedure were tested for 436 

possible trends. The test was the basic linear regression-based model in which time t (in 437 

years) was taken as the independent variable and temperature as the dependent variable. 438 

Under the usual regression assumptions a two-tailed t-test was conducted where the null 439 

hypothesis states that the slope coefficient is equal to 0. If this is true, then there is no linear 440 

relationship between the explanatory and dependent variables, i.e., no trend can be identified 441 

(Bahrenberg et al. 1990). Similar to the findings by Türkeş et al. (2002), the climate data used 442 

for the current study also revealed long-term trends between 1950 and 2006 (Fig. 6).  443 

While in spring and autumn no obvious trends are visible, positive and negative trends in 444 

summer and winter, respectively, are noticeable. The slope parameter estimates are all 445 

positive, except for winter, however, the t-test statistics are only significant for summer. The 446 

trend analysis of meteorological data has identified similar seasonal trends as in Greece and 447 

Israel where increasing summer temperatures and decreasing winter temperatures have also 448 

been found (Proedrou et al. 1997; Ben-Gai et al. 1999; Feidas et al. 2004). 449 

Since the existing studies and the trend analysis of the climate data suggest that dissimilar 450 

seasonal temperature trends are present at several locations not only in Turkey but in other 451 

Mediterranean countries as well, the 20th century temperature rise missing in our 452 

reconstruction cannot be regarded as an analysis artefact but seems to be a rather special 453 

feature of the climate in parts of Turkey and surrounding countries of the Mediterranean.  454 
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3.3 Comparison with other temperature reconstructions 455 

The review of existing literature brought to light that no local temperature reconstructions 456 

based on tree rings are available from the Eastern Mediterranean. Due to this lack of material 457 

for direct comparison, our Turkish temperature reconstruction was compared to a collection of 458 

92 regional, hemispherical and global temperature reconstructions (Wahl et al. 2010). Wahl et 459 

al. (2010) describe a newly integrated archive of high-resolution temperature reconstructions 460 

for the last 2000 years included in NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center, from small 461 

regional to global scale. The 92 surface temperature records including global, hemispheric, 462 

regional, and local single time series reconstructions were downloaded from the PaleoClimate 463 

Network (PCN v. 2.0.0) at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pubs/pcn/pcn.html. Most of the 464 

records reconstruct annual mean temperatures with annual resolution for the last Millennium 465 

(Wahl et al. 2010). The reconstructions were compared with our Turkish reconstruction by 466 

means of simple Pearson´s correlation analysis and those correlating best with it were selected 467 

for further examination. 468 

The correlation analysis revealed that many of the records do not correlate well with our 469 

Turkish reconstruction. Several reasons may be held responsible: many of the records are less 470 

suitable because they are local or regional reconstructions far away from Turkey, they are 471 

reconstructions for other seasons and the reconstructions are shorter or have a lower 472 

resolution.  473 

From the 92 reconstructions those of Moberg et al. (2005) and Mann et al. (2008) were 474 

selected for further examination because they correlated best over the entire common period 475 

of 881 years. The correlation was more specified by comparing high-, band-, and low-pass 476 

filtered versions of the series (Fig. 7). The filtering was achieved by calculating the 11- and 477 

61-year centred moving averages of the individual series which was followed by a 478 

decomposition of the original data into the three different components. The correlation 479 

patterns, separated into the three different frequency domains, revealed that the two 480 
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hemispherical temperature reconstructions agree with our Turkish reconstruction only in the 481 

low frequency indicated by highly significant correlations.  482 

When plotted together it is obvious that the three temperature reconstructions share common 483 

long-term trends (Fig. 8). All three records show above average temperatures during the 484 

medieval period and also some similar decadal-scale variations. They also contain a long-term 485 

descent to an all-time low at around 1700 and then temperatures start to increase again, 486 

however, the Turkish reconstruction does not follow the temperature rise indicated by the two 487 

hemispherical reconstructions during the 20th century.  488 

In other frequency domains no strong correlations were identified which may be explained by 489 

the fact that most of the records used for the two hemispherical temperature reconstructions 490 

were derived from proxies located much further to the north. Temperature proxies from the 491 

north such as the European Alps, Scandinavia or Russia may be too far away from our 492 

Turkish reconstruction to contain the same high-frequency signals because the limiting factors 493 

of tree growth are too site-specific and differ too much inter-annually. Furthermore, the 494 

hemispherical records are annual mean temperatures while our Turkish reconstruction is a 495 

January-to-May temperature proxy.  496 

3.4 Spatial correlation and spectral analysis 497 

While the correlations with other temperature proxies were high only in the low-frequency 498 

domain, in a next step it was also interesting to spatially correlate our δ13CCorZ record with 499 

gridded winter-to-spring temperature data, in order to identify the geographic regions with 500 

significant correlations between temperature and our δ13CCorZ record. We used the KNMI 501 

Climate Explorer website (http://www.knmi.nl/) (van Oldenborgh and Burgers 2005) to 502 

generate correlation fields with seasonal January-to-May temperatures.  503 

The spatial field correlations indicate that our δ13CCorZ record does not correlate with any 504 

January-to-May temperature grids in Northern or Central Europe during the analysis period 505 
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2006 to 1949 (Fig. 9). However, the map demonstrates that, intriguingly, most of the field 506 

correlation is oriented towards the south and east of the study site, that is, the spatial 507 

correlation between the δ13CCorZ chronology and the January-to-May mean temperature covers 508 

an area of most of Turkey, Syria and northeast Africa.  509 

From this spatial analysis the question may arise what is actually influencing temperature 510 

variations in Turkey. The graphical oscillation patterns of the reconstructed January-to-May 511 

mean temperature and its 61-year moving average (Fig. 5 and 8) already suggests the presence 512 

of some low-frequency variability.  513 

For further analysis of such possible non-random variations our temperature reconstruction 514 

was subjected to a spectral analysis to decompose it into different frequencies and analyse the 515 

variance in each frequency band to uncover possible trends and periodicities (Jenkins and 516 

Watts 1968). The software package Autosignal (Systat) determines those spectral density 517 

values that appear particularly strong and enables an easy graphical estimation of possible 518 

trends within the chronology (Davis 1986). The spectral analysis plot investigates possible 519 

reoccurring cycles (Fig. 10). Significant peaks at approximately 26, 32, 40, 55 and 87 years 520 

can be identified. Such multi-decadal peaks fall into the bandwidths of various climate indices 521 

such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Arctic Oscillation (AO) or Mediterranean 522 

Oscillation (MO). Since some of the spectral peaks are similar to those known from 523 

prominent climate indices, we decided to compare our temperature reconstruction with a 524 

selection of such climate indices to identify likely candidates for having an influence on the 525 

reconstructed winter-to-spring temperatures in SW-Turkey. 526 

3.5 Comparison of temperature reconstruction with circulation indices  527 

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the most important large scale mode of climate 528 

variability in the Northern Hemisphere. The NAO describes a large scale meridional 529 

fluctuation of atmospheric masses between the North Atlantic regions of the subtropical 530 
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anticyclone near the Azores and the subpolar low pressure system near Iceland. The North 531 

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) has been shown to be connected to the interannual variability of 532 

climatic conditions in the Mediterranean (Hurrel 1996; Werner and Schönwiese 2002). 533 

The Arctic Oscillation (AO) is a teleconnection pattern characterized by a seesaw of 534 

atmospheric pressure between the Arctic and northern middle latitudes (Thompson and 535 

Wallace 1998). When the AO index (AOI) is positive, changes in the circulation patterns 536 

bring cooler and drier conditions to the Mediterranean basin. The negative phase is 537 

characterized by warmer and wetter conditions in the Mediterranean. Some studies have 538 

shown that the AO is closely connected to the interannual variability of mid- to high-latitude 539 

climates (e.g., Wang et al. 2005).  540 

Conte et al. (1989) suggested the existence of the so-called Mediterranean Oscillation (MO) 541 

which reflects a dipole or seesaw effect between Alger and Cairo mean annual geopotential 542 

heights at the 500 hPa level. Based on this concept, a dipole-behaviour of the temperatures 543 

between the western and eastern Mediterranean have been attributed to the MO (Kutiel and 544 

Maheras 1998; Maheras and Kutiel 1999). Favourable conditions for high temperatures in one 545 

part are associated with unfavourable conditions in the other part and vice versa.  546 

Kutiel and Benaroch (2002) identified a new seesaw feature they named the North Sea-547 

Caspian Pattern (NCP). They defined the NCP as an upper level atmospheric teleconnection 548 

between the North Sea and the northern Caspian. The North Sea-Caspian Pattern Index 549 

(NCPI) is negative most of the year. Negative NCPI episodes are more frequent than positive, 550 

but during the 1990s there has been an increase in positive NCPI episodes.  551 

The East Atlantic/West Russia (EAWR) pattern is a prominent teleconnection pattern that 552 

affects Eurasia throughout the year (Barnston and Livezey 1987). During the negative 553 

(positive) EAWR phases, wetter (drier) than normal weather conditions are observed over a 554 

large part of the Mediterranean (Krichak and Alpert 2005).  555 
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The El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a climate pattern that occurs across the tropical 556 

Pacific Ocean. The term El Niño (La Niña) refers to warming (cooling) of the central and 557 

eastern tropical Pacific Ocean which leads to a major shift in weather patterns every three to 558 

eight years across the Pacific. ENSO is the oscillation between El Niño and La Niña 559 

conditions (Allan et al. 1996).  560 

The Indian Ocean Dipole Mode Index (DMI), as defined by Saji et al. (1999), is an indicator 561 

of the east-west sea surface temperature (SST) gradient across the tropical Indian Ocean, 562 

linked to the Indian Ocean dipole mode, a zonal mode of the interannual variability of the 563 

Indian Ocean. A positive (negative) DMI is defined as above (below) normal SST in the 564 

tropical western Indian Ocean and below (above) normal SST in the tropical eastern Indian 565 

Ocean (Saji et al. 1999). Associated with a positive DMI phase are surplus Indian summer 566 

monsoon rainfall and an intensified upward motion of air over India. The associated divergent 567 

flow in the upper troposphere progresses westward and converges over the Mediterranean 568 

where the decent of air is intensified, constructing a zonal-vertical circulation cell from the 569 

northern India towards the Mediterranean region (Guan and Yamagata 2003).  570 

Since all the above climate indices have the potential to influence the temperature variation in 571 

Turkey, monthly and seasonally averaged indices of the indices were correlated with our 572 

Turkish January-to-May temperature reconstruction (Tab. 2). Since the indices MOI, NCPI 573 

and EAWR reach back only to the 1950s, all correlations were computed for the period 1950 574 

to 2006 maximising their comparability with the other indices.   575 

The correlations for NAO and AO are negative for May-to-June of the previous year and 576 

March-to-May of the current year, and the strongest correlation is indicated between the 577 

January-to-May temperature reconstruction and the AOI of May-to-June of the previous year. 578 

Xoplaki (2002) also showed negative correlations between NAO and temperatures in winter 579 

for the Eastern Mediterranean. Statistically significant negative relationships between winter 580 

temperatures and the winter NAO Index were discovered in Israel (Ben-Gai et al. 2001), in 581 
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Egypt (Hasanean 2004), Greece (Feidas et al. 2004) and Turkey (Türkeş and Erlat 2009). 582 

Wang et al. (2005) revealed that negative AO phases correspond to warm conditions in 583 

Turkey and the Middle East. Xoplaki (2002) showed that the influence of the negative winter 584 

AO on the Mediterranean climate was generally towards warmer and drier conditions over the 585 

southern and eastern parts of the Mediterranean region including Turkey. Türkeş and Erlat 586 

(2008) revealed significant negative correlations between the variability of winter mean 587 

temperatures in Turkey and the AO. 588 

The correlation between our temperature reconstruction and the MOI was negative but low for 589 

most of the months. We only identified a significant negative correlation in August of the 590 

previous year. In comparison, in the eastern Mediterranean a negative correlation between the 591 

MOI and winter temperature has been found (Feidas et al. 2004), i.e., when the MOI was in a 592 

positive (negative) phase, temperatures in the eastern Mediterranean were below (above) 593 

average. The relationship between NCPI and the January-to-May temperature reconstruction 594 

is characterized by positive correlations in July and October of the previous year and negative 595 

correlations in April to May of the previous year and February to April of the current year. 596 

Kutiel and Türkes (2005) also found negative correlations which meant that negative NCPI 597 

episodes tended to cause above normal temperatures in Turkey. In a comprehensive 598 

comparison, Türkeş and Erlat (2009) demonstrated that the NCPI and the AO are more 599 

capable than the NAO for explaining the year-to-year temperature variability in Turkey. The 600 

correlation between the EAWR index and the January-to-May temperature reconstruction is 601 

positive in June and negative in August, both months of the previous year. Over the eastern 602 

Mediterranean region positive (negative) EAWR winter periods are associated with more 603 

(less) intense northern air flows (Krichak et al. 2002), which result in below (above) average 604 

temperature conditions in the eastern Mediterranean.  605 

Significant positive correlations resulted from the comparison between the January-to-May 606 

temperature reconstruction and NINO4 and DMI. Positive correlations are illustrated for May, 607 
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June and August of the previous year. Similarly, in the Eastern Mediterranean there is some 608 

evidence that El Niño events are positively correlated with winter rainfall (Kadioglu et al. 609 

1999). On the other hand, Pozo-Vázquez et al. (2005) found a non-linear response to ENSO in 610 

the Eastern Mediterranean. Negative precipitation anomalies with similar amplitude 611 

anomalies occurred both during El Niño and La Niña events. During El Niño events 612 

meridional shifts of the jet stream have been observed in the Eastern Mediterranean (Alpert et 613 

al. 2006). Other relationships between Eastern Mediterranean weather conditions and ENSO 614 

have been suggested, but these are generally weak or not stable (Xoplaki 2002). The strongest 615 

descent of the Indian Ocean dipole mode (DMI) circulation pattern, which has also been 616 

coined monsoon-desert mechanism (Rodwell and Hoskins 1996), is centered over the eastern 617 

Mediterranean, covering southeastern Europe and the eastern Sahara desert, where it is likely 618 

to inhibit convection and to cause dry or arid conditions (Saji and Yamagata 2003). 619 

The climate indices NINO4 and DMI are mainly associated with climatic influences coming 620 

from the southeast and they are positively correlated with the January-to-May temperature 621 

reconstruction. In comparison, positive phases of the two indices seem to result in higher 622 

January-to-May temperatures while positive phases of all the other indices seem to cause 623 

below-average temperatures in winter to spring. 624 

Furthermore, the analysis illustrates that our temperature reconstruction is more correlated to 625 

the climate index values of the previous year than of the current, although for two indices, that 626 

is, AO and NCPI, significant correlations are also shown for February-to-May of the current 627 

year. This suggests an often delayed reaction of the trees to changes of the climate indices. 628 

However, the climate indices themselves do not alter tree growth directly but the indices 629 

indicate changing climate conditions responsible for tree growth alterations. It seems likely 630 

that changing indices in the middle of the previous year indicate climate shifts which impact 631 

on tree growth, delayed by several months, in the next year.  632 
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The fact that various climate indices seem to have significant effects on the reconstructed 633 

temperature variations suggests that the climate at the study site in Southwest Turkey is 634 

affected by a mixture of climate mechanisms which are responsible for the temperature 635 

variations limiting Juniper tree growth in SW Turkey. At least two reasons can be proposed 636 

that may explain the mixture of correlations with all indices. The first is that some of the 637 

indices also correlate with each other since they describe similar or related oscillation 638 

patterns, such as the NAO, AO and NCPI. The second reason is that the correlation between 639 

the temperature and the indices is unstable in time which would indicate that in some years 640 

the temperature variations in Southwest Turkey are more influenced by one index while in the 641 

following years they are more affected by others as has been identified similarly in Australia 642 

(Heinrich et al. 2009).  643 

For a more detailed analysis of this second scenario of different influences, correlations 644 

between the January-to-May temperature reconstruction and January-to-May averages of the 645 

climate indices were calculated in moving windows of 13 years (Heinrich et al. 2009). We 646 

found varying correlations in time between the reconstruction and indices (due to different 647 

lengths of the indices separated into Figs. 11 and 12). This result explains the limited 648 

correlations between our reconstruction and the indices when analysing them for the entire 649 

period. The correlations of the shorter series with our temperature reconstruction suggest 650 

significant values for the EAWR only between 1975 and 1990 (Fig. 11). The correlations 651 

between our reconstruction and the MOI and the EAWR, respectively, run mostly in opposite 652 

direction which indicates that temperature variations in some years are more influenced by 653 

Mediterranean atmospheric oscillation patterns and in other years by the East Atlantic West 654 

Russia pattern. 655 

The correlations of the longer series with our temperature reconstruction also give some 656 

insights into the temporal dynamics of the relationships. The similar correlations between our 657 

reconstruction, NAO and AO, respectively, suggest that both climate indices represent related 658 
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atmospheric oscillation patterns which have comparable influences on the temperature 659 

variations in Southwest Turkey. The correlation between our temperature reconstruction and 660 

NAO and AO runs in opposite direction to the correlation between the reconstruction and the 661 

DMI (Fig. 12). The same holds true for the correlations of the reconstruction with the DMI 662 

and NINO4, respectively. While in some years the climate in Turkey seems to be influenced 663 

by varying atmospheric conditions coming from the West to Northwest indicated by good 664 

correlations with NAO and AO, in other years it is influenced more by Southeastern 665 

atmospheric oscillation patterns suggested by good correlations with DMI and NINO4. The 666 

results substantiate expectations for the climate in Turkey situated in a transitional zone 667 

between the temperate zone of central and northern Europe affected by westerly flows, the 668 

arid zone of the subtropical high of North Africa and in the periphery of the monsoonal 669 

system acting in the Southeast. Overall, such correlation patterns changing synchronously 670 

imply that the climate in Southwest Turkey is influenced by various atmospheric oscillation 671 

patterns as has previously been indicated for the Eastern Mediterranean by Feidas et al. 672 

(2004), Xoplaki (2002) and Luterbacher et al. (2004).  673 

4 Conclusions 674 

We have presented the first precisely dated and climatically sensitive stable carbon isotope 675 

tree-ring chronology for Turkey where heretofore there were no such tree-ring proxies 676 

available. The δ13CCorZ mean chronology showed significant negative correlations with 677 

summer precipitation and January-to-May temperatures, which lead us to the assumptions of a 678 

distinct winter-to-spring temperature signal and a weak but significant summer-to-autumn 679 

precipitation signal recorded in the isotope record. Since results of previous studies from the 680 

eastern Mediterranean indicated temporally changing temperature trends which also differed 681 

seasonally and between the countries, our new reconstruction is interesting in particular 682 

regarding its long-term behaviour. In the absence of any other high resolution temperature 683 
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proxy from Turkey our new temperature reconstruction is a valuable addition to the regional 684 

proxy data in the eastern Mediterranean. Low-frequency variations, which were associated 685 

with the medieval warm period and the little ice age, were identified in the winter-to-spring 686 

temperature reconstruction, however, the 20th century warming trend found elsewhere could 687 

not be identified in our temperature proxy record. The analysis of the corresponding 688 

meteorological data used for our study and results of temperature trend analyses conducted 689 

previously by others in the Eastern Mediterranean corroborated our result that the winter-to-690 

spring temperatures in the region have not increased during the 20th century. Comparisons 691 

with other proxy data from the Northern Hemisphere showed that similar low-frequency 692 

signals can be identified until the beginning of the 20th century when other proxies derived 693 

from further north indicate a significant warming. The spatial correlation patterns 694 

demonstrated strong links between our δ13CCorZ chronology and the January-to-May mean 695 

temperatures from the Eastern Mediterranean and northeast Africa but no links to northern 696 

and central Europe. The temperature reconstruction revealed multi-decadal oscillations 697 

ranging between 87 and 26 years which are in the frequency range of some prominent 698 

atmospheric oscillation patterns such as NAO. The variety of oscillations contained by the 699 

δ13CCorZ chronology suggests that the atmospheric oscillation patterns are capable of 700 

influencing the temperature variations in Southwest Turkey. Correlation analyses including 701 

our temperature reconstruction and seven well-known climate indices which represent 702 

atmospheric oscillation patterns possibly impacting the study region illustrated temporally and 703 

geographically changing links between our reconstruction and the oscillation patterns. In 704 

some instances the correlations ran in opposite directions which implied complex 705 

relationships between the climate patterns. A multi-proxy approach comprising chronologies 706 

of tree-ring width, stable isotopes, wood density and quantitative wood anatomy 707 

measurements seems indispensable to better understand the long-term climate dynamics in the 708 
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Eastern Mediterranean, particularly in Turkey where so far only tree-ring width series have 709 

been used as high-resolution proxies. 710 
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Fig. 1 Map with location of the sample site Jsibeli and climate diagram for the regional climate series 1004 

representing the mountainous inland region of SW Turkey, period 1949-2006 for temperature and 1931-2006 for 1005 

precipitation. The three stations, indicated by triangles, are located at similar elevations (Elmali 1113m asl, 1006 

Isparta 997m asl and Afyon 1034m asl (Turkish General Directorate of Meteorology 2008).   1007 
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 1008 

Fig. 2 Plots of the Jsibeli raw tree-ring width series (A), raw δ13C series (B), δ13C corrected and z-transformed 1009 

series (δ13CCorZ) (C) and sample depth for A to C (D) through time. The red graphs represent the means of the 1010 

raw and the corrected series.   1011 
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1012 
Fig. 3 Climate response plot for the Jsibeli site with the regional climate series (meteorological data from Elmali, 1013 

Isparta and Afyon): monthly coefficients of correlation for mean temperatures (black bars) and precipitation 1014 

sums (grey bars), significance levels are 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***). Small letters on the left half of the 1015 

diagram cover the period January to December of the previous year and capital letters represent January to 1016 

December of the current year. Small letters a to d stand for annual values (current year) and the periods January-1017 

to-March, January-to-May and July-to-September of the current season, respectively. 1018 

   1019 
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 1020 

 1021 

Fig. 4 Reconstructed (solid line) and observed January-to-May temperature (dashed line) for calibration period 1022 

1978 to 2006 and verification period 1949 to 1977.   1023 
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 1024 

Fig. 5 Reconstruction of January-to-May temperature based on δ13CCorZ with 95% confidence intervals (CI 1025 

calculated according to Chou 1972).  1026 
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        Coef   SE Coef   t      p 

Winter -1.551   1.559  -1.00  0.324 

Spring  2.829   2.457   1.15  0.254 

Summer  8.741   2.498   3.50  0.001 

Autumn  1.265   2.633   0.48  0.633 

 

Fig. 6 Comparison of trends in seasonal temperature data of composite record Elmali, Isparta and Afyon 1027 

(Winter: blue, Spring: green, Summer: red, Autumn: brown).  1028 
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 1029 

Fig. 7 Correlations (1125-2006) between the Turkish January-to-May temperature reconstruction and two 1030 

hemispherical temperature reconstructions; high-, band-, and low-pass filtered (A, B, C) versions of Mann et al. 1031 

2008 (always left) and Moberg et al. 2005 (always right), significance levels are 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 1032 

(***).  1033 
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 1034 

Fig. 8 Comparison of the Turkish January-to-May temperature reconstruction and two hemispherical 1035 

temperature reconstructions (Mann et al. 2008, brown, and Moberg et al. 2005, green), 61-year moving averages.1036 
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 1037 

Fig. 9 Spatial field correlations (van Oldenborgh and Burgers, 2005) between mean Jan-May temperature and 1038 

δ13CCorZ (1949-2006), upper map: old world overview, lower map: eastern Mediterranean, black star indicates 1039 

location of the study site.  1040 
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 1041 

Fig. 10 Spectral analysis of the Jan-May temperature reconstruction for the period 1125-2006 shows significant 1042 

peaks at approximately 87, 54, 40, 32 and 26 years. 50, 90, 95, 99 and 99.9 % confidence levels are indicated. 1043 
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 1044 

Fig. 11 Coefficients of correlation between Jan-May temperature reconstruction and Jan-May MOI (red), NCPI 1045 

(blue) and EAWR (green) in moving windows of 13 years (95 % confidence levels are indicated); for 1046 

comparison printed on top, the z-scores of the corresponding series (MOI red, NCPI blue, EAWR green and Jan-1047 

May temperature reconstruction in black, all smoothed with a 13-year mean).  1048 
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 1049 

Fig. 12 Coefficients of correlation between Jan-May temperature reconstruction and Jan-May NAO (red), AO 1050 

(blue), NINO4 (brown) and DMI (orange) in moving windows of 13 years (95 % confidence levels are 1051 

indicated); for comparison printed on top, the z-scores of the corresponding series (NAO red, AO blue, NINO4 1052 

brown, DMI orange and Jan-May temperature reconstruction in black, all smoothed with a 13-year mean).1053 
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Table 1 Reconstruction statistics for δ13CCorZ  1054 

 
δ13CcorZ

Full Rsq (2006‐1949) 0.27

Rsqcal (2006‐1978)  0.18 

RsqVer (1977‐1949)  0.37 

RE  0.29 

CE  0.28 

  1055 
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Table 2 Comparison of correlations between the Jan-May temperature reconstruction and monthly to seasonal 1056 

climate indices (NAO, AO, MOI, NCPI, EAWR, NINO4 and DMI) (small letters: months of previous year; 1057 

capital letters: months of current year; confidence levels: 95%=bolt; 99%=bolt & underlined; 99.9%= bolt, 1058 

underlined & italics; the confidence intervals differ slightly due to selected time series lengths; 56 yrs: NAO, 1059 

AO, EAWR, NINO4; 50 yrs: MOI, DMI; 40 yrs: NCPI) 1060 

Month/Season NAO AO MOI NCPI EAWR NINO4 DMI 

jan 0.00 0.04 0.01 -0.07 -0.01 0.18 0.02 

feb 0.03 0.05 -0.16 0.04 0.19 0.18 -0.23 

mar 0.04 0.11 0.11 0.04 -0.01 0.20 -0.05 

apr 0.08 0.19 0.00 -0.11 -0.05 0.23 -0.14 

may -0.32 -0.42 0.14 -0.37 -0.14 0.28 0.22 

jun -0.12 -0.22 -0.16 0.01 0.30 0.25 0.28 

jul 0.05 -0.06 0.04 0.32 0.00 0.22 0.18 

aug 0.21 0.04 -0.33 0.13 -0.33 0.24 0.29 

sep -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.11 -0.16 0.22 0.19 

oct 0.04 0.02 -0.02 0.31 0.11 0.20 0.11 

nov -0.04 0.05 -0.10 0.04 0.03 0.18 -0.09 

dec 0.02 0.07 -0.13 0.09 -0.02 0.17 0.01 

Jan -0.04 -0.13 -0.01 -0.02 -0.18 0.15 0.00 

Feb -0.01 -0.06 -0.10 -0.21 -0.02 0.12 0.16 

Mar 0.02 -0.12 -0.07 -0.02 0.02 0.13 -0.02 

Apr -0.22 -0.36 0.07 -0.30 -0.01 0.09 -0.06 

May 0.07 -0.06 -0.05 -0.02 -0.14 0.05 -0.04 

apr-may    -0.36    

apr-oct      0.26  

may-jun -0.31 -0.42    0.28 0.28 

may-aug       0.29 

jun-aug        

jul-oct    0.27    

aug-sep     -0.33   

Feb-Apr    -0.27    

Mar-May  -0.26      

 1061 


